Offshore Safety Moment Topics - ladyproblems.org.uk
perilous business of offshore oil drilling safetymoment - the explosion and fire this week aboard the deepwater horizon
rig in the gulf of mexico is a stark reminder of the dangers inherent in the offshore drilling industry, offshore safety three
decades on from piper alpha oil - it s 30 years since the world looked on in horror as the terrible events of piper alpha
unfolded lessons learned from that tragedy have ensured that the health and safety regime in the north sea is entirely
different now, designing for offshore construction kasten marine - boatbuilding cost analysis offshhore boatbuiding
venues and their potential for cost savings, just how sleepy are you iadc international - just how sleepy are you did you
get adequate sleep last night did you drink alcohol heavily before going to bed last night how long is your shift today, minute
s silence for piper alpha s 167 victims bbc news - image caption a minute s silence was held at the piper alpha memorial
lord cullen s report into the disaster after a 13 month inquiry led to a radical overhaul of safety practices all 106
recommendations for the oil and gas industry were accepted, offshore motorboats and an ideal geezer boat - john was
born and brought up in bermuda and started sailing as a child racing locally and offshore before turning to cruising he has
sailed over 100 000 miles most of it on his mccurdy rhodes 56 morgan s cloud including eight ocean races to bermuda
culminating in winning his class twice in the newport bermuda race he has skippered a series of voyages in the north
atlantic the majority, blowout well drilling wikipedia - the two main causes of a subsea blowout are equipment failures and
imbalances with encountered subsurface reservoir pressure subsea wells have pressure control equipment located on the
seabed or between the riser pipe and drilling platform blowout preventers bops are the primary safety devices designed to
maintain control of geologically driven well pressures, which is the best boat for offshore cruising - john was born and
brought up in bermuda and started sailing as a child racing locally and offshore before turning to cruising he has sailed over
100 000 miles most of it on his mccurdy rhodes 56 morgan s cloud including eight ocean races to bermuda culminating in
winning his class twice in the newport bermuda race he has skippered a series of voyages in the north atlantic the majority,
five of the best offshore current accounts this is money - an offshore bank account may sound like something out of a
james bond movie but the truth is offshore accounts despite the bad reputation anything offshore has attracted can be a
must have for anyone who lives works or buys property abroad and routinely transfers money between international
accounts or currencies at a moment s notice, reaping the wind with the biggest turbines ever made bbc - wind power
capacity is growing thanks to giant offshore turbines but can they get much bigger, asea to regulate safety and
environmental performance - what is asea s mandate and how will it achieve the objectives laid out for it, safety culture
and leadership by professor patrick hudson - transcript safety culture and leadership professor patrick hudson delft
university of technology the netherlands patrick hudson speaking in 2007 exxon mobil s drillers asked if they could call a halt
on drilling the blackbeard west well just 2 000 feet short of their 32 000 foot target that promised to be massively profitable,
2011 t hoku earthquake and tsunami wikipedia - the surface energy of the seismic waves from the earthquake was
calculated to be at 1 9 10 17 joules which is nearly double that of the 9 1 m w 2004 indian ocean earthquake and tsunami
that killed 230 000 people if harnessed the seismic energy from this earthquake would power a city the size of los angeles
for an entire year the seismic moment m 0 which represents a physical size for, technology and science news abc news get the latest science news and technology news read tech reviews and more at abc news
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